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INTRODUCTION	  
•  18% of total surface area 

covered by water 
•  Capture fisheries dominated 

by small-scale fishing 
communities 

•  Open access policy on Lakes 
Victoria, Kyoga and Albert  

•  Fisheries resources in George 
and Edward are controlled by 
limiting fishing effort 

•  Economy liberalized in early 
1990s 

•  Industrial fish processing 
commenced in 1987   



CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF LIBERALIZED ECONOMY:  
Case  of Fisheries Sub-Sector	  

•  Government enacted a free market policy that fully 
opened up economy to whoever wanted to invest.  

•  Market forces operated liberally without regard to 
irreplaceable natural resources and local socio-
economic status e.g. fishing communities 

•  Foreign investors including fish processors have tax 
holidays that exempt taxation on exports 

•  Weak PPP hence private sector ill-prepared to handle 
the economy with limited government intervention 
especially in the market place 



POSITIVE IMPACTS OF GLOBALIZATION 



Beach	  Management	  Units	  (BMUs)	  

•  Landing site community-
based comprising  of : – boat 
owners, boat crew, traders, 
processors, boat builders and 
repairers, net repairers and others	  –
work	  with	  government	  
and	  other	  stakeholders	  
in	  management	  of	  
fisheries	  resources	  for	  
improved	  livelihoods	  of	  
the	  community	  
members.	  



Exploitation of Nile perch (Lates niloticus) 

•  Nile perch is carnivorous and 
may grow to 1.3m weighing 
250kg 

•  Originally rejected by local 
consumers on account of high 
fat content (2-25%) depending 
on age and sex 

•  So free market policy allowed 
beneficial exploitation of NP 



Improved fish handling landing sites  

•  Gazetted landing sites 
established to meet 
sanitary market demands 

•  Ice delivery services 
extended to landing sites 
hence reduced fish 
spoilage and increased 
incomes for fishers 



Industrial Fish Processing Plants 

•  Number of processing plants 
increased from 5 to 20 and paid 
higher prices to fishers .  

•  With installed capacity ranging 
between 25-45 MT /day -1  and 
operating capacity of 100-150% 

•  Each plant had trained fish suppliers 
with a no. of 5-7 ton-collection boats. 

•  Several fishers sold daily catches to 
collection boats 

•  Establishment of competent Authority 
with trained inspectors in plants and 
landing sites 



Fish exports and value - based on NP fishery 
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Up to 2005, income per  unit volume was  low ;thereafter, it reversed 



Improved fishing facilities	  
•  Night fishing trip 8-12 h for 

only  100-300kg of  
Rastrineobola argentea 
(Mukene) 

•  Fishing trip 1-4h for 
400-2800kg of mukene 
using  modern fishing 
technology that ensures high 
quality 



Innovative products from low value fish e.g. Mukene 

•  Powders 
•  Crisps,  
•  IQF, 
•  Smoked frozen 
•  Traditional smoking 
•  Silage 
•  Potable silage 
	  



Promotion of fish farming as business enterprises 

•  Farmers involved in 
terrestrial aquaculture 
increased from 5000  in 1980 
to 25,000 in 2013 

•  Cage farming increased from 
0 in 1999 to 20 farms in 2013 

•  Fish farming was being 
promoted as intervention to 
reduce fishing effort on 
capture fisheries – domain 
for small-scale  fishers. 



OTHER POSITIVE IMPACTS INCLUDED: 

Ò Enhanced fish inspection service along value chain 
from landing site to exit ports i.e. job creation and 
increased incomes 

Ò Establishment of Competent Authority (CA) and 
accredited labs to ensure competitiveness of 
Uganda’s fish products on market (EU, USA, 
Middle East, S.E Asia and Australia) 

Ò  Increased regional trade (DR-Congo, S. Sudan  & 
Central African Republic) 

Ò Opened up opportunities to other sectors ( e.g. 
health, education) 



NEGATIVE IMPACTS	  



30 YEARS DOWN THE LINE…….. 

Ò Reduced daily catch from 500kg to15kg per fishing 
trip which extended from 8h to 18h 

Ò  Increased costs and duration for fish collection from 
smaller fishing boats (US$ 100 to 315) time (1 day to 
5 days) 

Ò BMU have been compromised by the prevailing 
economic situation 

Ò Most fish plants processing capacity has declined 
from 100% to 25%. As such, some have closed down 



Displacement  of fishers 
•  Mechanized fishing 

displaced 25% of small-
scale fisher communities 
at Kiyindi landing site 

•  None of local fishers 
could afford US$ 45,000 
because of high bank 
interest rates (28%). 

•  Fishers out-competed in 
the market place on 
account of product 
quality.  



Illegal unreported and unregulated fishing 
[IUU] 
•  Because of insatiable market 

demand for Nile perch, fishing 
effort has increased by 100% 

•  This led to depletion of mature 
stocks and increased capture 
of immature NP weighing  
100-500g) using illegal gear 

•  High cost of policing water 
bodies and intervention (US
$1000-5000) per policing unit. 



Displacement & Task-shift 

•  20-30 years ago, fish 
smoking was done at nearby 
landing sites, now relegated 
to inaccessible remote sites. 

•  Hence smoked products rare 
and expensive 

•  Originally, sun-drying of 
small pelagics was domain 
for women folk but young 
men have taken over 



Criminal gangs on the increase at the 
expense of the industry 



CONCLUSIONS 

Ò The small-scale fisher communities have not  fully 
reaped the benefits of economic liberalization because 
of high economic disparity in the fish sector which tend 
to favour NP industrial fish processors and Mukene 
regional traders.  

Ò Depletion of fish stocks may be attributed to ripple 
effect of globalization.  

Ò Notwithstanding the 3.2% popn growth rate, the per 
capita fish consumption in Uganda has declined from 
13kg in 1980 to 5.6kg in 2013, due to free market. 
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